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The invention herein disclosed relates to the 
securing of cargo in aircraft and other forms of 
carriers and involves improvements on the inven 
tions disclosed in co-pending applications Serial 
No. 524,135, fled February 26, 1944 (abandoned), 
and Serial No. 556,866, filed October 2, 1944, now 
Patent No. 2,429,926, as of October 28, 1947. 

Special objects of the present invention are to 
provide a tie-down unit which may be used more 
or less universally for securing cargo of various 
kinds under different varying conditions; which 
can be quickly applied and released, be easily ad 
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justed and adapted to the load and to particular 
surrounding conditions, which will be entirely safe 
and secure, take up but Small Space, be light in 
weight, be readily adjustable for length and be 
easily adjustable at any time to take up any slack, 
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such as might be occasioned by the settling of a 
load. 
Other desirable objects and the novel features 

by which the purposes of the invention are at 
tained are set forth or will appear in the course of 
the following specification. 
The drawing accompanying and forming part of 

the specification illustrates certain present emi 
bodiments of the invention. Structure, however, 
may be modified and changed as regards these 
particular illustrations, all within the true intent 
and broad scope of the invention as hereinafter 
defined and claimed. 

Fig. 1 in the drawing is a broken front or face 
view of one of the tie-down units; 

Fig. 2 is a corresponding edge view of the same; 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged broken sectional view as 

on substantially the plane of line 3-3 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is an enlarged broken and part sectional 

view of the length adjusting and slack take-up 
buckle construction; 

Fig. 5 is a broken sectional view of a modified 
form of the buckle structure. 

The unit shown in Figs. and 2 comprises a 
single length of strap or webbing having a hook 
8 or other means for anchoring it at one end, said 
strap extending about a pulley roll 9 on a hook 
or other attaching means and having the free 
end held in a special length adjusting and slack 
take-up buckle . 
This buckle is shown as made up of a flat back 

or base plate 2 with upturned parallel flanges 
3, 4, along the opposite longitudinal edges. 
These fanges stiffen the plate and provide bear 
ings for a pin or stud 5 riveted or otherwise 
rigidly secured in said flanges parallel to the face 
of plate 2. On this pin the lever 6 is pivotally 
mounted, said lever having an eccentric can face 

opposed to the adjoining face of the back plate. 
These opposed surfaces of back plate and cam 
may be roughened Or Corrugated Substantially as 
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2 
indicated at 8 to more firmly grip the length of 
webbing extending between the same. 
A spring is shown at 9, Fig. 4, connected be 

tween the cam lever and the adjoining edge flange 
4, rocking this lever in a direction to carry the 
can gripping surface of the lever convergently to 
ward the companion gripping face of the back 
plate, thus to cause the lever to automatically 
grip and hold the strap as the free end of the 
strap is pulled upwardly through the buckle. 
To enable the buckle being set in different posi 

tions along the length of the strap, the back plate 
is shown as having two parallel slots 20, 2, . 
through the same adjacent one end and a single 
transverse slot 22 therethrough adjacent the other 
end, and the strap is shown threaded through 
these slots to produce an inner bight 23 and an 
outer bight 24, the first held at 25 by the over 
lying stretch of webbing extending down the back 
of the plate and forwardly through slot 22 and 
the second held at 26 by the overlying tensioned 
length of webbing . 
Upon freeing the webbing of tension the buckle 

may be slipped along the webbing by pulling the 
two reversely extending loops of webbing through 
the slots and when the desired positioning of the 
buckle on the webbing is effected it can be inne 
diately and positively secured in that position by 
simply putting the webbing under tension again. 
This enables the units to be made up in certain 

standard lengths and then adjusted at the point 
of use to suit any particular requirements. 

In practice the end hook 8 may becaught to a 
ring or other hold-down fixture and the strap be 
pulled out over the piece to be secured to a point 
Where the pulley hook O can be caught to another 
hold-down anchorage or other holding member, 
the buckle then being adjusted along the strap 
One way or another, if need be, to leave enough 
of a take-up loop in that doubled portion of the 
strap 2 extending about the pulley roll 9 for 
tightening and slack take-up purposes. 
The roll 9 being freely rotatable on the cross 

stud 28, operates as a free turning pulley sheave 
providing purchase sufficient for tightening the 
webbing over any ordinary load by simply pulling 
upWard on the free end of the webbing at 29 ex 
posed at the upper end of the buckle above the 
can lever. This free end may be doubled or other 
wise thickened, as shown at 29, to prevent it from 
slipping through beneath the cam lever, in case 
of accidental release of the latter. 

Accidental release of the cam lever may be 
guarded against by providing a safety catch, such 
as indicated at 30, for retaining the lever in the 
Strap holding position, 

If greater leverage than that provided by a 
single pulley sheave is desired, One or more addio 
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tional sheaves may be provided, as indicated in 
Fig. 5, which shows a pulley roll 3 journalled ber 
tween the side flanges of the buckle for a second 
running loop 32 of the webbing and another pulley 
roll 33 on the lower hook for a third running 
loop 34 of the webbing. 
The carrying of the webbing down Over the back 

of the buckle plate leaves the front of this plate 
clear for threading and for the easy adjustment 
of the free end of the webbing. 
The buckle plate may be 'adjusted to a point 

on the webbing where it will be most convenient 
for tightening and taking up any slack. The 
pulley connection at this end provides a powerful 
means available at any time to apply more ten 
sion and to take out any looseness that may have 
developed during transportation. The full ad 
vantage of the pulley may be applied by pulling 
with both hands on the free end of the webbing. 
The cam lever, constituting a one-way holding 
element, yields to this tightening pull on the 
webbing and catches and holds the webbing as it 
is tensioned. While this spring action, automatic 
gripping lever form of cam is desirable, it is con 
templated that other forms of wedging or web 
gripping devices may be employed. 
To prevent release of the lever by an accidental 

outward pull on the free end of the strap, this 
portion of the strap may pass upward out of the 
buckle beneath a guard rod or bar 35. 
The reversely facing, Overlapping bights in the 

webbing, when loosened, permit the buckle to be 
readily slipped over the webbing one way or the 
other, but these automatically lock upon each 
other as soon as the webbing is put under tension, 
firmly anchoring the buckle in the position to 
which it has been adjusted, and where it then 
serves in effect as a fixed end of the webbing with 
a pulley connection extending therefrom for ten 
sioning and tightening the overall extent of the 
complete unit. These tie-down units may be 
made up in any length and be used singly, con 
nected end-to-end, or made up in various par 
allel, diagonal or CrOSS patterns, according to the 
nature of the load and the transporting carrier. 
While hooks such as shown at 8 and con 

stitute practical and usually desirable end con 
nections, it is appreciated that other forms of end 
attaching means may be employed. In the illus 
tration the hooks shown are duplicates, each 
having a pulley roll 9 so that they may be used 
interchangeably in the relations shown. 
The tie-down unit disclosed is light in Weight, 

Occupies but Small space and when not in use 
can be rolled up compactly into a small bundle. 
The body of the buckle may be made up from a 
single piece of sheet metal with the edges rolled 
up to form the side flanges. These brace and 
stiffen the piece against bending and in addition 
to serving for the mounting of the can lever and 
other parts, they serve as side guards protecting 
this lever against accidental release. 
The entire unit is free of objectionable project 

ing parts. 
While usually sufficient to have the pulley 

take-up connection only at one end, it is some 
times desirable to have these pulley connections 
at both ends of the tie-down, particularly in cases 
where it may not be certain which end will be 
available or convenient for tightening and taking 
up slack or where it may be desirable to have 
take-up sections of different length at the oppo 
site ends of the tie-down. . 
While flat webbing has many advantages and 

the invention contemplates particularly the use 
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4. 
of such a connector, it is realized that other for his 
of flexible connectors such as those made of rope, 
tape, wire or the like, may be used in making up 
the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
il. A cargo tie-down comprising an elongated 

flat plate having substantially parallel edge 
fanges providing a strap guiding channel there 
between and having two parallel spaced slots ex 
tending across the same between said flanges 
near one end and a single slot extending across 
the same between the flanges near the opposite 
end, a strap clamping member supported between 
the edge flanges at an intermediate point in the 
length of the plate between the cross slots near 
the opposite ends of the same, and a strap of 
a width to enter and be guided between the edge 
flanges, said strap extending over the face of the 
plate between said edge flanges, through the in 
ner of the two slots first mentioned to the oppo 
site side of the plate, thence through the outer 
of the two slots to the first side of the plate 
beneath the portion of the strap at that side, 
thence to the back of the plate and over that 
portion of the strap at the back of the plate and 
through the slot at the opposite end of the plate 
to the front side of the plate, and said strap then 
being doubled in a return loop and the end por 
tion of the same extending over the front side 
of the plate between the slotted portions and 
beneath and adjustably held by said clamping 
member. 

2. A cargo tie-down comprising a single length 
of Webbing usable up to substantially its full 
longitudinal extent, means attached to one end 
of said webbing for detachably connecting that 
end of the webbing with an anchorage, a self 
locking buckle slidabiy engaged on said webbing 
between the opposite ends of the same and hav 
ing means for automatically locking the same in 
positions to which it may be adjusted lengthwise 
of the webbing, a second means for detachable 
connection with a second anchorage, said second 
connecting means having a pulley forming ele 
ment, the opposite end portion of said webbing 
being looped about said pulley forming element 
and doubled back to where said buckle is locked 
in position on the single length portion of the 
webbing and adjustable take-up means on said 
self-locking buckle for securing said last men 
tioned end of the webbing in the position to 
which it may be drawn tight over said pulley 
forming element. 
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